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This APT (Association for Preservation Technology) Italian partner Assorestauro is planning a unique educational tour designed specifically for APT and the interest and educational needs of our members. Past APT travellers rave about the professional and personal growth from the experience. Some attendees of the first tour returned for the second and were immediately asking for number 3!

DO NOT PASS UP ON THIS OPPORTUNITY!!

The unique itinerary is educational and memorable. Most of the staff who worked with you will not be traveling with highly trained professionals with common interests and the opportunity to learn from the work we do. This trip is the opportunity of a lifetime.

The grand tour will take you on a fascinating blend of traditional techniques and cutting edge technology. You will be able to learn unique techniques from Italian colleagues while all the arrangements are provided for you, so you can focus on the work we do. Having trained in Europe but now working in Canada, it was a great way to observe and discuss the different preservation practices. This meticulously curated itinerary not only expanded my professional horizons but also left a lasting mark on my appreciation for Italy's timeless beauty and cultural legacy. Guided visits to iconic landmarks offered profound immersion. Each day was a journey into the heart of Italy's rich heritage. Guided visits to iconic landmarks offered profound immersion. Each day was a journey into the heart of Italy's rich heritage.

To register for the event and hold your space with a deposit please follow this link

COSTS

- Single occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,550
- Double occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,200
- Triple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,000
- Quadruple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $1,800

You will not only be traveling with highly trained professionals with common interests and the opportunity to learn from the work we do. This trip is the opportunity of a lifetime.

The grand tour will take you on a fascinating blend of traditional techniques and cutting edge technology. You will be able to learn unique techniques from Italian colleagues while all the arrangements are provided for you, so you can focus on the work we do. Having trained in Europe but now working in Canada, it was a great way to observe and discuss the different preservation practices. This meticulously curated itinerary not only expanded my professional horizons but also left a lasting mark on my appreciation for Italy's timeless beauty and cultural legacy. Guided visits to iconic landmarks offered profound immersion. Each day was a journey into the heart of Italy's rich heritage.

To register for the event and hold your space with a deposit please follow this link

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT grandtour@apteurope.org

Observations from past APT travelers with Assorestauro

“This APT tour was a very special and life-long memorable experience. The heritage. Guided visits to iconic landmarks offered profound immersion. Each day was a journey into the heart of Italy's rich heritage. Guided visits to iconic landmarks offered profound immersion. Each day was a journey into the heart of Italy's rich heritage.

To register for the event and hold your space with a deposit please following this link
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- Single occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,250
- Double occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,200
- Triple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,000
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You will not only be traveling with highly trained professionals with common interests and the opportunity to learn from the work we do. This trip is the opportunity of a lifetime.

The grand tour will take you on a fascinating blend of traditional techniques and cutting edge technology. You will be able to learn unique techniques from Italian colleagues while all the arrangements are provided for you, so you can focus on the work we do. Having trained in Europe but now working in Canada, it was a great way to observe and discuss the different preservation practices. This meticulously curated itinerary not only expanded my professional horizons but also left a lasting mark on my appreciation for Italy's timeless beauty and cultural legacy. Guided visits to iconic landmarks offered profound immersion. Each day was a journey into the heart of Italy's rich heritage.

To register for the event and hold your space with a deposit please following this link
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- Double occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,200
- Triple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,000
- Quadruple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $1,800

You will not only be traveling with highly trained professionals with common interests and the opportunity to learn from the work we do. This trip is the opportunity of a lifetime.

The grand tour will take you on a fascinating blend of traditional techniques and cutting edge technology. You will be able to learn unique techniques from Italian colleagues while all the arrangements are provided for you, so you can focus on the work we do. Having trained in Europe but now working in Canada, it was a great way to observe and discuss the different preservation practices. This meticulously curated itinerary not only expanded my professional horizons but also left a lasting mark on my appreciation for Italy's timeless beauty and cultural legacy. Guided visits to iconic landmarks offered profound immersion. Each day was a journey into the heart of Italy's rich heritage.

To register for the event and hold your space with a deposit please following this link
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- Single occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,250
- Double occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,200
- Triple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,000
- Quadruple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $1,800

You will not only be traveling with highly trained professionals with common interests and the opportunity to learn from the work we do. This trip is the opportunity of a lifetime.

The grand tour will take you on a fascinating blend of traditional techniques and cutting edge technology. You will be able to learn unique techniques from Italian colleagues while all the arrangements are provided for you, so you can focus on the work we do. Having trained in Europe but now working in Canada, it was a great way to observe and discuss the different preservation practices. This meticulously curated itinerary not only expanded my professional horizons but also left a lasting mark on my appreciation for Italy's timeless beauty and cultural legacy. Guided visits to iconic landmarks offered profound immersion. Each day was a journey into the heart of Italy's rich heritage.

To register for the event and hold your space with a deposit please following this link
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- Single occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,250
- Double occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,200
- Triple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,000
- Quadruple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $1,800

You will not only be traveling with highly trained professionals with common interests and the opportunity to learn from the work we do. This trip is the opportunity of a lifetime.

The grand tour will take you on a fascinating blend of traditional techniques and cutting edge technology. You will be able to learn unique techniques from Italian colleagues while all the arrangements are provided for you, so you can focus on the work we do. Having trained in Europe but now working in Canada, it was a great way to observe and discuss the different preservation practices. This meticulously curated itinerary not only expanded my professional horizons but also left a lasting mark on my appreciation for Italy's timeless beauty and cultural legacy. Guided visits to iconic landmarks offered profound immersion. Each day was a journey into the heart of Italy's rich heritage.

To register for the event and hold your space with a deposit please following this link
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- Single occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,250
- Double occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,200
- Triple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $2,000
- Quadruple occupancy - per person based on double room occupancy $1,800

You will not only be traveling with highly trained professionals with common interests and the opportunity to learn from the work we do. This trip is the opportunity of a lifetime.

The grand tour will take you on a fascinating blend of traditional techniques and cutting edge technology. You will be able to learn unique techniques from Italian colleagues while all the arrangements are provided for you, so you can focus on the work we do. Having trained in Europe but now working in Canada, it was a great way to observe and discuss the different preservation practices. This meticulously curated itinerary not only expanded my professional horizons but also left a lasting mark on my appreciation for Italy's timeless beauty and cultural legacy. Guided visits to iconic landmarks offered profound immersion. Each day was a journey into the heart of Italy's rich heritage.
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